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Clustering is an important mission in the field of machine learning, pattern recognition and web mining.
Handling uncertain data in the information system is one of the key research topics in the vicinity of
knowledge representation. Number of clustering algorithms are available [23][6][12]27]; but many of
those algorithms are challenging when dealing with uncertain data. The aim of the paper is to tune two
existing rough c-means and fuzzy c-means and integrate them into a tuned hybrid soft clustering
algorithm termed as the tuned rough-fuzzy c-means algorithm. Rough c-means is extremely sensitive to
the initial placement of the cluster centers. The proposed algorithm is enhanced by introducing dynamic
centroid computation. The proposed algorithm performance is compared with the existing rough c
means, fuzzy c-means, and rough fuzzy c –means approaches. The effectiveness of the algorithm is
verified on real and synthetic datasets.
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Cluster analysis [1] is a technique for finding natural groups present in the data. It divides a given data set into a set of
clusters in such a way that two objects from the same cluster are as similar as possible and the objects from different
clusters are as dissimilar as possible. Clustering techniques have been effectively applied to a wide range of engineering
and scientific disciplines such as pattern recognition, machine learning, psychology, biology, medicine, computer vision,
communications, and remote sensing. A number of clustering algorithms have been proposed to suit different
requirements. Clustering is categorized as hard or soft in nature .Soft clusters may have fuzzy or rough boundaries. In
hard clusters, the elements which are similar to each other are placed in the same cluster. The elements whose natures
differ with each other drastically are placed in different clusters. Soft clustering [12] helps researchers to discover
overlapping clusters in many applications such as web mining and text mining. Hence soft clusters may have two types
of boundaries 1) Fuzzy boundary 2) Rough boundary. Fuzzy clusters need an association degree to distinguish each
element present in the cluster. The elements in the rough clusters are distinguished with the help of boundary region.
The relations between rough sets and fuzzy sets were compared [2, 4]. On the whole, both theories deal with the
difficulty of information granulation: the theory of fuzzy sets is centered upon fuzzy information granulation, where as
rough set theory is paying attention on crisp information granulation.
www.iioab.webs.com

Data generation methods create uncertain, incompleteness, and granularity in information system which provides
inaccurate result in data analysis. Rough set theory is a valuable tool for data mining. In the past few years the concept
of basic rough sets has been extended in many different directions. The original rough set theory proposed by Pawlak
[18-20] is based upon equivalence relations defined over a universe. It is the simplest formalization of indiscernibility.
However, it cannot deal with a number of uncertain problems in real information systems. This has direct to numerous
significant and motivating extensions of the original concept. Bezdek’s fuzzy c-means [10, 11] is the another most
popular soft clustering algorithm for many real life applications in a very diverse range of domains. K-means is one of
the most extensively used partitioned based clustering algorithms and it is extremely sensitive to the initial placement of
the cluster centers. Numerous initialization methods have been proposed [15] to deal with this
problem. Efficient
hybrid evolutionary data clustering algorithm K-MCI [9] has been presented to handle high dimensional data and large
cluster. Fuzzy clustering is suitable to classify ordered sequences in human activity pattern analysis [22]. However, the
majority of the present fuzzy clustering modules [3, 4, 16] packaged in both open source and commercial products
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have lack of enabling users to explore fuzzy clusters extremely and visually in terms of examination of different
relations among clusters.
Attribute weighted fuzzy clustering has became a very active area of research and interval number has been
introduced for attribute weighting in the weighted fuzzy c-means (WFCM) clustering approach [13, 25]. The
existing fuzzy and rough clustering approaches have been refined based on the concept of shadowed sets. Shadowed
clustering [26] has been presented which serves as a conceptual and algorithmic bridge between the FCM and RCM.
Much work has been carried out using rough c-means, fuzzy c-means and rough fuzzy c-means in data clustering. The
extensive survey of the significant extensions and derivatives of soft clustering approaches have been studied [5, 7].
In this paper, tuned rough fuzzy c-means clustering approach is proposed to resolve the uncertainty of information
system.
This paper focuses on traditional rough fuzzy c-means and tuned rough fuzzy c-means approaches for handling
uncertainty presents in the information system. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The introduction
about the work is discussed in section 1. In Section 2, traditional soft clustering algorithms are discussed under
materials and methods. Section 3 investigates experimental analysis of tuned soft clustering algorithm for uncertain
data. Section 5 discusses performances of the proposed algorithm and this paper concludes in section 6.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fuzzy sets and roughsets [27-31] were incorporated in the c-means framework to develop the fuzzy c-means (FCM) [10], rough cmeans [6, 8, 12, 23, 24] and rough–fuzzy c-means (RFCM) [21, 23] algorithms, respectively. While membership in FCM enables
efficient handling of overlapping partitions, the roughest [17, 19] deal with uncertainty, vagueness and incompleteness of data in terms
of upper and lower approximations.

Rough C-means
Rough c-means algorithm was introduced by Lingras, which describes a cluster by its centroid and its lower and upper
approximations. In rough c- means, an object can belong completely in one cluster or can be in the uncertainty region or boundary of
two clusters. The lower and upper approximations are weighted differently. In each iteration step of the algorithm, the distance of
objects from the cluster centroids are computed and if
the difference between the two lowest distances is less than a specified
threshold value the element is placed in the boundary of the two clusters. Otherwise, the element is placed in the cluster for which the
distance is the minimum.

Fuzzy C-means
Developed by Bezdek, the fuzzy C-means algorithm is a powerful method to classify fuzzy data by using the concept of objective
function. This approach which minimizes the objective function is expressed in the form of an iterative algorithm makes it possible to
reach at an optimal solution, where the solution space is of infinite cardinality. In fuzzy c-means data may belong to one or more than
one clusters. It brings in the concept of having membership values. Each object will have a membership in every cluster; which
represents the degree to which the element belongs to the cluster. So, here also the clusters are not disjoint. The multiple
membership of data models uncertainty of elements belonging to clusters.

Rough-Fuzzy C-Means
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It combines the concepts of rough set theory and fuzzy set theory. It has been established that the rough membership function is more
general than the fuzzy membership function. However, this generalized membership function has some costs to pay as it does not
provide a formula to find the membership values for union and intersection of rough sets. However, in fuzzy set theory we have
definite formulae for the computation of the membership values. Thus the hybrid algorithms takes care of both the features by
providing membership values to elements as well as modeling vagueness in data through the boundary concept. The concepts of
lower and upper approximations in rough set deals with uncertainty and, vagueness whereas the concept of membership function in
fuzzy set helps in enhancing and evaluating overlapping clusters.
According to rough set theory if 𝑥𝑗 ∈ 𝐵𝑈𝑖 then object 𝑥𝑗 is contained completely in cluster 𝑈𝑖 and if then object 𝑥𝑗 belongs to cluster 𝑈𝑖
and also belongs to another cluster. Hence according to fuzzy set theory the objects in boundary approximation should have different
degree of membership on the clusters. So in RFCM the membership values of objects in lower approximation are 𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 1 while for
those in boundary region are determined by the membership values.
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`
1. Assign initial means vi, i=1, 2, 3,…., c. Choose values for fuzzifier m1 and threshold ε and
2. Compute membership µij by equation (1) for c clusters and n objects.
3. If µij and µik be the two highest membership value of xj and (µij - µkj) ≤ δ, then

xj



. Set iteration counter t=1.

 (  i ) and xj  (  k ) . Furthermore, xj is not

part of any lower bound.
4. Otherwise, xj

 ( i ) . In addition, by properties of rough sets, xj  (  i ) .

5. Modify µij considering lower and boundary regions for c clusters and n objects.
6. Compute new centroid as per equation (1).
7. Repeat steps 2 to 7, by incrementing t, until |µij(t-1)- µij(t)| > ε

if (  I )  ,( i ) 
 wC1  w D1

vi  
C1
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( ij )m1
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Tuned soft clustering
In particular the recent promising developments in the fusion of soft cluster algorithms show the need for approaches that holistically
address uncertainty. Hence, soft clustering will continue in the attention of researchers and most likely attract yet more practitioners in the
ground of data mining in support of their real life applications. The objective of this paper is to analyze Georg Peters [6] cluster algorithm
rigorously and point out potential for further development. Based on the analyze we have presented a tuned rough fuzzy cluster algorithm
and apply it to synthetic and real time market data.

Tuned rough C-means [6]
Lingras et.a[12] discussed rough clustering algorithm. Georg Peters evaluated Lingras et al. rough cluster algorithm and recommended
some alternative solutions. This led to the new refined rough k-means algorithm.
Georg Peters cluster rough cluster algorithm goes as follows:

(a) Initialization: Randomly assign each data object to exactly one lower approximation. Hence, the data object will also belong to the
upper approximation of the same cluster.
(b) Calculation of the new means. The means are calculated as follows:



Xn
Xn
mk l
u


X n Ck Ck
X n Ck Ck
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With l  u 1
Now, the lower approximation of each cluster always has at least one member. Therefore Ck   , k and by definition
Ck  , k

(c)

(i) Assign the data objects to the approximations. Assign the data object that represents a cluster to its lower and upper
approximation.
1.

Find the minimal distance between cluster k and all data objects n and assign data object l to lower and upper
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approximation of cluster h:

 
 


d ( X l , mh )  min d ( X n , mk )  X l Ck  X l Ck
n, k



Exclude X l and mh . If clusters are left – so far, in the above step (a) no data object has been assigned to them
– go
back to Step (a). Otherwise continue with Step (ii).


(ii) For each remaining data point X m' (m=1, 2, ….., M, with M=N-K) determine its closest mean mh :
2.
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' to the upper approximation of cluster h.
Assign X m


' . Take the relative distance as defined above where ζ is a given relative
(iii) Determine the mean m t that are also close to X m
threshold
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T ' 



t





' is also close to at least one other mean m besides m ).
If T’≠ ϕ ( X m
t
h


'  C ,t  T ' .
Then X m
t


'
Else X m  Ch

(d) Check convergence for the algorithm. If the algorithm has not converged continue with step 2 else stop.

George peters refined rough c-means algorithm by replacing boundary into upper approximation in mean computation

Tuned rough fuzzy C-means
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The algorithm as presented by Lingas et al. is numerical instable since there are data constellations where lower approximation is empty
in some cases. The clusters will be weak if there is no representative the proposed algorithm ensures that each lower approximation has
at least one member. It is implemented by assigning the data point that is closest to a mean to the lower approximation of the cluster.
Otherwise the cluster seems to be weak since it has no sure representative. We have used relative distance represented by George
peters instead of Lingras’ et al. absolute distance measure to determine the set T. Rough C-means is one of the most extensively used
partitioned based clustering algorithms and it is extremely sensitive to the initial placement of the cluster centers. Numerous initialization
methods have been proposed [15] to deal with this problem. Here, we also addressed the solution for selection of cluster centers.
The tuned rough fuzzy c-means as follows:
Algorithm: Tuned Rough Fuzzy C-means

`

1 Assign initial means vi, i=1, 2, 3,…., c. Choose values for fuzzifier m1 and threshold ε and  . Set iteration counter
t=1.
2 Compute membership µij by equation (2) for c clusters and n objects.
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3 If µij and µik be the two highest membership value of xj and (µij /µkj) ≤ δ, then

xj ( i ) and xj ( k ) .

Furthermore, xj is not part of any lower bound.
4 Otherwise, xj  ( i ) . In addition, by properties of rough sets, xj ( i ) .
5 Modify µij considering lower and boundary regions for c clusters and n objects.
6 Compute new centroid as per equation (2).
7 Repeat steps 2 to 7, by incrementing t, until |µij(t-1)- µij(t)| > ε
if  (  I )  ,  ( i ) 
~
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vi  
C1
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D1
if  (  I )  ,  ( i ) 



C1 

1
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j
i

xj 
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( ij )m1

x j  ( i )

~

| ( i ) | represents the cardinality of ( i ) . 0 <

w

<w<1

Step 1: From n objects calculate a point whose attribute values are average of n objects attribute values. Hence, first initial centroid
is average on n- objects.
Step 2: Select next initial centroids from n-objects in such a way that the Euclidean distance of that object is maximum from other
selected initial centroids.
Step 3: Repeat step 2 until we get k initial centroids.
From these steps the initial centroids are derived and tuned rough fuzzy c-means algorithm is tested for the dynamic centroids and
random centroids.

RESULTS
Experimental analysis
The traditional soft clustering algorithms such as rough c-means(RCM), Fuzzy C-means (FCM), Rough-Fuzzy Cmeans(RFCM), Rough-Intuitionistic-fuzzy C-means (RIFCM) and proposed tuned rough fuzzy c-means (TRFCM)
algorithms are implemented using Java.UCI Machine Learning Repository, Wholesale customers Data Set [29] is
used to evaluate the performance of the above said algorithms. The data set refers to clients of a wholesale
distributor. It includes the annual spending in monetary units on diverse product categories. The centroid formulae
for the algorithms are given in the Table 1. The traditional and tuned soft clustering algorithms are tested with
random centroid selection and proposed centroid computation method and it’s shown in Figure- 1.
Table: 1. Comparisons of Centroid formulae of the various soft clustering algorithms
Algorithm

Formula for Centroid calculation
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Fig: 1. b
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Fig: 1. c
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Fig: 1. d
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Fig: 1. e
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Fig: 1. f
Fig: 1. a-f. The Cluster formation comparisons using random centroid with proposed computation centroid for traditional
soft clustering algorithms (RCM,FCM,RFCM,RIFCM) and Tuned hybrid soft clustering algorithms(TRFCM).

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
The clustering algorithms described are partitive, requiring pre-specification of the number of clusters. The results
are dependent on the choice of c.
www.iioab.webs.com

DISCUSSION
There exist validity indexes to evaluate the goodness of clustering, corresponding to a given value of c. In this
paper, we compute the optimal number of clusters c0 in terms of the DB and D cluster validity indexes. The DB is
a function of the ratio of the sum of within-cluster distance to between-cluster separation.
Let {x1, . . . , x|ck| } be a set of patterns lying in a cluster Uk.. Then, the average distance between objects within the
cluster Uk is expressed as:
S (U k ) 

 i ,i' || xi  xi ' ||
|ck |(|ck | 1)

where xi, xi’ ∈ Uk, and i≠i’

The between-cluster separation is defined as:
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d (U k ,Ul ) 

i , j || xi  x j ||
|ck ||cl |

Where xi ∈ Uk, xj ∈ Ul, such that k = l. The optimal clustering, for c = c0, minimizes


1
 S (U i )  S (U j ) 
DB   max 

c j i 
d
(
U
,
U
)
i j




for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ c. Thereby, the within-cluster distance S(Ui) is minimized while the between-cluster separation d(Ui,
Uj) gets maximized. Like DB index, the D index is designed to identify sets of clusters that are compact and
separated. Here, we maximize for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ c. The inter-cluster separation is maximized, while minimizing intracluster distances. Note that the denominator of DB is analogous to the numerator of D.







 d (U i ,U j ) 
D  min  min 

j i  j  max S (U k ) 

 k
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The computation of the initial centroids of each cluster instead of random allocation generates a lower DB index
resulting in clusters with greater accuracy. The traditional and tuned soft clustering algorithms are compared using
DB index with default initial centroids and computed initial centroids. The results are shown in Table– 2 for 5
cluster and Table– 3 for Table–4 clusters.
Table: 2. Comparisons of Clustering Algorithms using DB index with different centroids for 5 cluster
Algorithm

No. of
Clusters

Del

Epsilon

DB index with default
initial centroids

DB index with
computed initial
centroids

RCM

5

0.3

-

12.046244

2.912782

FCM

5

-

0.05

3.5671623

3.4679413

RFCM

5

0.2

0.05

6.4094977

5.577581

RIFCM

5

0.2

0.05

6.1789246

5.5049195

Tuned RCM

5

1.5

0.05

14.211797

2.0191371

Tuned RFCM

5

1.4

0.05

4.375386

2.335935

Table: 3. Comparisons of Clustering Algorithms using DB index with different centroids for 4 clusters

www.iioab.webs.com

Algorithm

No. of
Clusters

Del

Epsilon

DB index with
default initial
centroids

DB index with
computed initial
centroids

RCM

4

0.2

-

14.110096

2.1260233

FCM

4

-

0.05

2.4907343

2.3366437

RFCM

4

0.2

0.05

3.1227834

2.5758417
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RIFCM

4

0.2

0.05

4.22623

2.7078934

Tuned RCM

4

1.4

0.05

13.310548

1.8863555

Tuned RFCM

4

1.4

0.05

2.4247031

2.2060814

(a)

APPL. SOFT COMPUTING IN BIOINFORMATICS

Upon analyzing the output produced by each algorithm in terms of DB index, it can be concluded that the
efficiency of the algorithm is greatly affected by the parameters that are used for conclusion.

(b)

Fig: 2. Performance of Clustering Algorithms using DB index with different centroids (a) for 5 cluster (b) for 4 Cluster

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
The performances of the various soft clustering algorithms are represented in Figure– 2 (a) and (b) respectively.
The various soft clustering approaches are validated with number of cluster 4 and 5. All the approaches are tested
for random centriod and dynamic centriod computation. The Result shows that, the proposed tuned RFCM algorithm
performs very well than other soft clustering approaches with respect to number of cluster and dynamic centriod
computation.

CONCLUSION

www.iioab.webs.com

Data Clustering is one of the vital research domains with a number of issues. Much of the work done in hard
clustering algorithms and a few work carried out in traditional soft clustering algorithms such as rough c-means and
fuzzy c-means. In this paper, a tuned hybrid soft clustering algorithm termed as tuned rough fuzzy c-means
algorithm is presented. The selection of initial centroid is one of the issues in c-means algorithm, which is resolved
by dynamic computation in the proposed algorithm. UCI Machine Learning Repository, Wholesale customers Data
Set has been used to compare and validate the performance of the proposed algorithm with traditional soft clustering
approaches.
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